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Mapping West Africa
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Gender and trade in West Africa

• Women play a key role in West Africa’s food economy
• Production and transformation of farm products
• Local and long-distance trade
• Street vendors and nutrition patterns

• Very few studies describe
how gender affects supply
chain networks
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Barriers to women’s participation in markets

• Two dimensions
• Food
• Institutions

• Three levels of 
analysis
• Actor
• Household
• Community

4 Source: OECD 2018



Surveys

• A regional survey on policy networks (gender)
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Surveys

• A local survey on trade networks (rice)

6 Source: OECD 2018
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Rice in West Africa

7 Source: USDA Foreign Agricultural Service
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Rice in West Africa

8 Source: International Food Policy Research Institute, Washington, DC., and University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN, 2005

Irrigated and rain fed rice production basins in West Africa, 2005



Social network analysis
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• SNA considers the ties, rather than the attributes of 
the actors, as its main unit of analysis

• Social actors are statistically dependent
• Snowball sampling

• Data collected in 2017
• 16 locations, 3 countries
• Who do you sell from?
• Who do you buy from?

actor

tie



A relational approach

• Social network analysis and supply “chains”

10 Source: OECD 2018



A relational approach

• Social network analysis and supply “chains”
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Business relations
• 1911 nodes

(418 women,
1493 men)

• 2155 ties
• Low density 

• Only 67 dyad
isolates and
48 triad isolates!

12 Source: OECD 2018



Business relations…

… between women…              … between men

13 Source: OECD 2018



Gender is a strong predictor of social ties
• Men have an extensive network of suppliers
• Most women are not connected to a woman

• Homophily and the E/I Index
– Tendency for similar people to associate with each other
– Difference between external (E) and internal (I) ties for each group, 

divided by total number of ties 
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1.0-1.0 0.0

Highly 
homophilous: do 

business only 
within their group

Highly 
heterophilous: do 

business only 
across groupsNot much to 

say

Note: External vs Internal Index = (EL-IL)/(EL+IL)



Gender is a strong predictor of social ties
• Men tend to do more business with men than women
• When women do business, it is with a man

15 Source: OECD 2018. Note: E/I Index = (EL-IL)/(EL+IL)

E/I Index
from +1 to -1

Homophily
in percent

Women 0.570 21.5

Men -0.538 76.9



How trade networks work
• Five different 

roles

• Have women a 
different 
structural role 
than men?

16 Source: OECD 2018
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How trade networks work
• For degrees of 

separation

• Wholesalers 
are the most 
central in this 
network

17 Source: OECD 2018
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Brokerage and trade
• Brokers control 

resources which 
are flowing 
through the 
network

18 Source: OECD 2018
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The size of the nodes is 
proportional to their role as a 
broker within the network



Brokerage and trade
• Most brokers 

are men

• Women 
occupy a 
peripheral 
position in the 
network

19 Source: OECD 2018

The size of the nodes is 
proportional to their role as a 
broker within the network



Women are less central than men

• Women have less 
ties than women

• They are less 
connected to well-
connected people

• They do not bridge 
disconnected parts 
of the network 

20 Source: OECD 2018
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Trade is segmented by country

• Traders tend to do business in their own country

21 Source: OECD 2018

E/I Index
from +1 à -1

Homophily
in percent

Niger -0.431 71.5

Nigeria -0.538 76.9

Benin -0.515 75.8



Trade is segmented by country

• Recent trade networks have few cross-border ties

22 Source: Walther 2015

E/I Index

from +1 à -1

Homophily

in percent

-0.727 87.0

The size of the nodes is 
proportional to their relative 
importance in terms of degree 
centrality.



Nigeria officially bans rice import…

… but most of the production is exported to this country

23 Source: OECD 2018



Nigerian traders buy local rice in the Dendi…

… before selling it on the market of Sokoto

24 Source: OECD 2018
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Discussion – social network analysis

• A scientific tool
– Who is connected to whom?
– How do networks evolve?

• An empowerment tool
– Who is structurally peripheral?
– What are the causes behind marginalization?
– What strategies can marginalized actors adopt?

• A policy tool
– How do development interventions affect communities?
– Can structural constraints explain project failure?
– Is there a gap between design and implementation?
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Policy implications

• Networks can inform policies
– Women’s participation in markets shaped by relationships
– Increase social capital
– Number and quality of ties
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Source: Bloom et al. (2008) Strengthening networks. World Bank Capacity Development Briefs 28.



Policy implications
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Attributes Outcomes

Socially 
mediated 
positions

women education
men/women 
relationships

• Understanding ties rather than just attributes
The relations defining a position – not the attributes of 
the actors – are the direct cause of the observed 
outcomes



Policy implications

• Tailoring policies to regions’ specificities
– Place-based – rather than spatially-blind – policies
– Improve agglomeration economies (density), accessibility 

(distance) and remove barriers to trade (borders)
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